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Le Mont Saint-Michel
A place that’s like no other in the world, that can’t be missed!
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The Mont Saint-Michel
Worder of the world!
Mont Saint-Michel is a wonder and masterpiece of Western architecture, built more than 1,300 year ago.
A UNESCO natural and cultural heritage site, Mont Saint-Michel is one of the 8 Wonders of the World.
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The Mont Saint-Michel
1,300 years of history! 
Mont Saint-Michel was the spiritual center of the Western world from the 8th to the 16th century, 
during which period some of the greatest pilgrimages of the west took place.

Mont Saint-Michel became a symbol of National French Resistance during the Hundred Years' War in the 14th and 15th centuries, 
when 101 French knights victoriously defended Mont Saint-Michel against 25,000 English soldiers.
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The Mont Saint-Michel
The biggest tides in the world!
Mont Saint-Michel is located in the heart of a huge bay
where the largest tides in the world take place.

The sea approaches at the speed of a galloping horse!   
Discover this unique and extraordinary 
natural spectacle - Click here!
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The Mont Saint-Michel
The largest ecological project in the world! 
The 450 million Euros invested in this ecological and cultural project, inaugurated by the President of France, 
make Mont Saint-Michel more beautiful than ever, and a place that can't be missed.

As the renowned poet Victor Hugo once wrote: 
"Mont Saint-Michel is to the sea what the Cheops Pyramid is to the desert."



La Mère Poulard
A taste like no other in the world.
that can’t be missed!
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La Mère Poulard
From 1888 until today

La Mère Poulard welcomed celebrities in art, economics, and politics
from all around the world... An exhibit of 3,500 unique photographs,
signatures, and enthusiastic comments from some of the most famous
people around the world in the past 130 years...
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Prince and Princess Takamatsu of Japon (1931)

Arthur Miller, Simone Signoret, Yves Montand, Marilyn Monroe and Frankie Vaughan (1962)

King Edward
of the United Kingdom (1904)

Coco Chanel (1957) Nicolas Sarkozy (2007)

Ernest Hemingway (1944) Christian Dior (1952)

Tsugouharu Foujita (1958)
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“La Mère Poulard, 
is France !” Paul Bocuse
(Best contemporary cook in the world)



La Mère Poulard Group
In Mont Saint-Michel since 1888



La Mère Poulard Group today
6 hotels, 8 restaurants, 3 to-go cafés,
8 gift shops, and 3 museums
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A stay at the foot of the Abbey

The charm of the old city

A place that's full of history

A place that's full of history 

Luggage service

Direct access from the parking lots

View of Mont Saint-Michel

Private parking spots

Direct access to the shuttles

A calm environment

Luggage service

La Mère Poulard Group
In Mont Saint-Michel since 1888

ENTRéE

Accès
Hôtels & restaurants

Depuis
PONTORSON

Access to shuttles 

Saint Michel markets 
Regional products

Parkings
Publics & visiteurs

Parking lots

AVRANCHES

In the heart of the historic town of Mont Saint-Michel On the bay, facing Mont Saint-Michel
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Hotels



Open
all year

Free
wifi

Historic
location

27
rooms

The famous, historic, and traditional inn since 1888

GRANDE RUE – BP 18
50170 LE MONT SAINT-MICHEL
FRANCE
www.merepoulard.com 

ENTRéE

The 3-star La Mère Poulard hotel, located in the 
heart of Mont Saint-Michel has kept the characteris-
tics of beautiful inns from days past. You will appre-
ciate the charm and comfort of this famous, traditio-
nal house, its rooms with views on the bay, the 
Abbey, and the medieval town, as well as the quality 
of the service.

The two historic buildings that make up the hotel are 
full of history: 
- La Maison du Rocher, against the granite rock of 
Mont Saint-Michel, which can also be seen in the 
historic room of La Mère Poulard's restaurant. 
- La Maison Rouge and its garden at the foot of the 
battlements.

A historic hotel opened by La Mère 
Poulard in 1888 to accommodate the 
pilgrims and illustrious guests who came 
to have a good time between gourmet 
meals, cozy rooms, views on the bay, the 
battlements, and medieval homes.

Calm charm at the heart of Mont Saint-
Michel... and all the comfort modern 
guests expect today.



K7#

Ouvert
toute l’année

Wi-fi
gratuit

Vue
panoramique

29
chambres

A charming hotel at the heart of Mont Saint-Michel

GRANDE RUE – BP 18
50170 LE MONT SAINT-MICHEL
FRANCE
www.terrasses-poulard.fr 

ENTRéE

The 3-star Poulard Terraces hotel, located at the 
heart of Mont Saint-Michel, offers historical accom-
modations and charming rooms that will let you 
discover the bay, the Abbey, the battlements, and the 
medieval village. The two historic buildings that 
make up the hotel are full of history:

- The Unicorn building, from the 15th century, 
accommodated pilgrims and visitors to Mont Saint-
Michel since the Middle Ages. 
- La Mère Poulard's house, where the famous cook 
lived with her family and received friends, which 
enjoys an exceptional view of the bay. La Mère 
Poulard's room is still preciously conserved today.

Comfortable and welcoming, each 
room boasts all the comfort modern 
travelers need: free and unlimited 
Wi-Fi, flat-screen television with 
satellite, mini bar.



K7#

Open
all year

Free
wifi

Historic
location

21
rooms

A traditional Normand inn

GRANDE RUE – BP 18
50170 LE MONT SAINT-MICHEL
FRANCE
www.lemoutonblanc.fr 

ENTRéE

The three-star Mouton Blanc hotel has a 
hundred-year legacy and welcomes you at the foot of 
the Abbey, in a historic building from the 14th centu-
ry and calm, charming and very comfortable rooms.

You can admire its beautiful wooden facade as soon 
as you arrive, which is characteristic of Medieval 
construction in Mont Saint-Michel, and enjoy the 
famous Mouton Blanc roast in the inn's traditional 
Normand dining room.

An intimate and picturesque 
ambiance that evokes the charm of 
years past, while offering the 
greatest comfort: Wi-Fi, flat screen 
television, and satellite cable...



Open
all year

Free
wifi

Panoramic

View

39
rooms

An exceptional panoramic hotel, 
facing Mont Saint-Michel and close to the shuttles

 

BP 18
50170 LE MONT SAINT-MICHEL
FRANCE
www.relais-st-michel.fr

Shuttle
access

Private
parking

Le Relais Saint-Michel is a 4-star hotel with panora-
mic views of Mont Saint-Michel, in the middle of a 
scenic park and floral gardens. Large and luminous 
suites and rooms, decorated with refinement.

From your room and its private terrace, anywhere 
you look you will only see the sea, the shores, the 
polders, and rising majestically in front of you, Mont 
Saint-Michel, the 8th Wonder of the World.

Direct access to the shuttles and the hotel 
has private parking. Le Relais SaintMichel, 
with its panoramic rooms and its large pano-
ramic dining room, is renowned as a venue 
for events, business seminars, ceremonies, 
and family reunions.



Open
all year

Free
wifi

Panoramic

View

36
rooms

-

The convivial bay hotel, 
facing Mont Saint-Michel and close to the shuttles

 

BP 18
50170 LE MONT SAINT-MICHEL
FRANCE
www.ladigue.eu

Shuttle
access

Private
parking

The 3-star La Digue hotel faces Mont Saint-Michel 
and the bay and proposes traditional, personalized 
and devoted service, charming, comfortable, 
spacious, and quiet rooms. 

Enjoy the spectacle of Mont Saint-Michel, the bay, 
and the biggest tides in the world. Discover the tidal 
dams, symbolic works in the Mont Saint-Michel 
Grand Project, from the comfort of your room or the 
panoramic restaurant room.

The hotel is located at the foot of the 
panoramic Mont Saint-Michel barrage, 
with direct access to the shuttles. The 
hotel has private parking.



Open
all year

Free
wifi

27
rooms

The countryside Mont Saint-Michel hotel

 

BP 18
50170 LE MONT SAINT-MICHEL
FRANCE
www.saint-aubert.com

Private
parking

Located at the entrance of the Mont Saint-Michel 
dike, the 3-star Le Saint-Aubert hotel offers you 
complete calm, surrounded by nature, in a warm and 
relaxed environment.

Next to the hotel, the old Mont Saint-Michel sheep 
pen today is home to a warm and friendly restau-
rant, which welcomes you with authentic charm.

In the calm countryside of Mont SaintMi-
chel, close to the medieval village and two 
steps from the shuttles, these rooms invite 
you to relax and enjoy total rest in a modern 
and welcoming ambiance.



Our services +

Historical museum, Sea and ecology 

museum, The Archéoscope, The historical 

house of the knight Bertrand du Gues-

clin,9,00 € per person 

Pass 4 Museums

A  special 10% discount for your clients

Shopping in 
Mère Poulard shop

Guided tour from 16 to 30 persons

300,00 € all taxes included

Crossing and discovery
of le Mont Saint-Michel Bay

Visit 3,60 € per person all taxes included

+ a 10% discount in factory shop

To visit Mère Poulard
Biscuit Factory

Self-tour from 20 persons 

8,00 € per person all taxes included

Le Mont Saint-Michel Abbey

Saint-James

Come and discover the manufacturing

of the French most popular sailor sweater.

Only by reservation.

Entrance 3.50 € VAT included 



Our "à la carte" services
Visit and discover the 8th wonder of the world
and its 130 years of history.

Hist
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Mont Saint-Michel
abbey

Musées
du Mont Saint-Michel

Tickets and reservations through
La Mère Poulard Group

Visit the Mont Saint-Michel abbey,
whose origins date back to the 8th
century, and which is one of the
architectural wonders Roma-
nesque,Gothic, and flamboyant 
Gothic art.

The historical home of Knight Duguesclin
The historic home of the 14th century knight,
Bertrand Duguesclin, commander of the
French Kingdom's armies. he lived with his
wife Tiphaine, a famous astrologer from the
Middle Ages, who read the destiny of the world
in the stars.

Historical museum
Dedicated to the 1,300 years of history, 
prisons, and dungeons of Mont Saint-Michel.
Visit the famous periscope, unique in Europe.



Our "à la carte" services
discover the mont saint-michel bay
where the biggest tides in the world unfurl.
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Tickets and reservations through
La Mère Poulard Group

Crossing the Mont Saint-Michel bay

Discover the Grand Project to re-establish
Mont Saint-Michel's marine character, from
the barrage of the bay, symbol of this great
ecological and environmental work project.

Visit the barrage and
Mont Saint-Michel's
Grand Project



Come to
Mont Saint-Michel
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Arrêt route du Mont

Barrage

Pont-Passerelle

Centre d'information
Touristique

Consignes
à vélos

Clients
 hôtels
 intra- 
 muros

Le Couesnon

Arrêt 
place du 
barrage

Départ - Arrivée
des lignes publiques
Manche & Ille et Vilaine

Départ - Arrivée
"Le Passeur"

2

Départ - Arrivée
"La Maringote"

3

PARC DE STATIONNEMENT

Parking
personnes
à mobilité
réduite

Parking
Autocars

Parking
Motos

Parking
véhicules
individuels
(-5 m)

Parking
Camping
Cars (-8 m)

Parking
Vélos

Lignes Pontorson - le Mont

Caisses automatiques
de paiement

ENTRÉE PRINCIPALE
VL, CAMPING CARS ET MOTOS

FILTRAGE ENTRÉE
CLIENTS HÔTELS ET RESTAURANTS
"MONT SAINT-MICHEL"
(Caserne) avec code d'accès 
délivré au préalable suite à la réservation

TERMINUS 
MONT

À 350M DES 
REMPARTS

Accès au
Mont Saint-Michel

 

Hôtel *** La Mère Poulard
Hôtel *** Les Terrasses Poulard
Hôtel *** Le Mouton Blanc

Auberge historique La Mère Poulard
Restaurant panoramique Les Terrasses de la Baie
Auberge normande Le Mouton Blanc
Restaurant La Terrasse du Mouton Blanc
Restaurant traditionnel La Con�ance

< Pontorson (RD 976)
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Access to
Mont Saint-Michel



The whole sales team 
would be happy to answer your request and organise your event
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Leisure - Web - Mice

Camille Michallet
Marine Louet
Marion Nury
Morgane Delpoux
Estevan Fortin

02 33 89 32 05
servicecommercial@merepoulard.fr

Asia

Marie-Laure Delpoux-Heslouin
Alicia Dupont

02 33 89 32 04
commercialeap@merepoulard.fr

Contact us


